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Chapter 9

General discussion and conclusions

9.1 Summary

Since this work has covered a lot of information, let me try to briefly reconstruct
the structure of the arguments as they were developed in this thesis. The first
chapter opened with the presentation of the Memory Prediction Framework as
an ‘engineering perspective’ on hierarchical information processing in the cor-
tex, and the observation that the framework offers very promising prospects for
language processing. I pointed out the striking parallel between the solution,
proposed by [Hawkins and Blakeslee, 2004], for hierarchical and temporal object
recognition in the cortex on the one hand, and syntagmatic and paradigmatic
processes in syntax induction, as used in computational linguistics, on the other
hand. Yet, I made it clear that the framework does not address several issues that
are fundamental in linguistics, such as the productivity of language, an ability for
(recursive) substitution of the primitives of a grammar into compound structures
or parse trees, and an ability to store and reuse idiomatic expressions or larger
fragments/ constructions. To address the issue of productivity I proposed that the
cortex adopts its solution for dynamic visual contour binding, attention-mediated
and serial spreading of a label, to the language domain in order to dynamically
bind syntactic neural assemblies into compound syntactic structures. Further, I
discussed the role of topology for encoding graded syntactic category membership
in the cortex. Together with the MPF, these ideas formed a neural theory of (the
structure of) language that meets Jackendoff’s [2002] challenges (see section 9.3).

The MPF suggests a departure from the standard assumptions of (distributed)
connectionism, as it proposes that the cortex stores information locally in its
columns through hierarchical temporal compression, and that the cortex creates
invariance, or abstraction by passing a ‘name’ between cortical columns (i.e.,
through encapsulation and the use of pointers). However, proponents of dis-
tributed connectionism maintain that for instance the SRN is capable of learning
constituent structure, and systematically generalizes, despite the fact that it does
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180 Chapter 9. General discussion and conclusions

not explicitly represent hierarchical structure.
To combat these views, in Chapter 4 I tried to sharpen the criteria for system-

atic generalization that cognitively plausible models of language processing must
satisfy. A precise formulation of these criteria made it clear that the systematicity
requirement is in fact nothing else than the affirmation of the fact that language
has a syntax (that is, a part of linguistic behavior is governed by structure alone),
which is (at least) context free: the systematicity criteria can thus be identified
as context invariance and a minimum context free inductive bias. I concluded
that the SRN fails both criteria, and that objections (i.e., ‘leaky recursion’) made
against the context free requirement [by e.g., Christiansen and Chater, 1999] do
not apply if one approaches the question from the perspective of language learning
and generalization.

In Chapter 5 I translated the concepts of the neural theory of syntax proposed
earlier into a connectionist model, the ‘semantic’ HPN model. HPN satisfies the
context invariance criterion by virtue of encapsulation of its units: input and
output of an HPN unit are functionally separated, and units bind using pointers
stored in local unit memories. Further, HPN implements a context free inductive
bias by virtue of the compressor nodes, which are responsible for hierarchical
temporal integration. Although it has many interesting properties, I noted that
the expressivity of semantic HPN, based on metric distances between units, is too
limited for natural language processing, because it cannot represent contextual
information.

I proposed that neural assemblies in the cortex can retrieve contextual in-
formation because they have access to an episodic memory. Moreover, episodic
sentence memories are content addressable (via semantic memory units), hence
locally available, in the form of distributed traces of processed sentences. Thus,
it is possible to build a connectionist solution for contextual conditioning by ex-
tending the HPN network with an episodic memory.

Chapters 6 and 7 worked out the case of a symbolic grammar (trained on sen-
tences annotated with symbolic category labels) with a built-in episodic memory,
episodic grammar. Exemplar-based parsing with this episodic grammar can be
interpreted as episodic memory retrieval, or a priming effect. I showed how the
episodic grammar is trained, and how episodic probabilities are computed on-the-
fly by reconstructing episodic fragments (‘common histories’) from the memory
traces at parse time. The probabilistic episodic model was evaluated as a reranker
of third party syntactic parses on the Wall Street Journal, and its performance
is competitive with the state-of-the-art. In Chapter 7 I developed a standalone
episodic left corner chart parser, based on an existing left corner chart parser that
can compute string (and prefix) probabilities. The shortest derivation version of
the episodic left corner parser outperformed the non-episodic left corner parser
by a significant margin.

In Chapter 8 the episodic grammar was integrated with HPN, which thus be-
comes a model of semantic-episodic memory interaction, and the first exemplar-
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based connectionist model of language processing and parsing. The content-
addressability of episodic traces in the network units allows episodic-HPN to
make use of sentence history, while the metric/topology of HPN is responsible for
productivity and smoothing, and gradually (under influence of episodic memory-
based parses) self-organizes into an abstract, adult grammar. I pointed out an
interesting parallel between memory consolidation — the transition and decon-
textualization from episodic to semantic memory — and language acquisition,
in particular from the usage-based or item-based learning perspective. This de-
scribes how children’s language evolves from concrete utterances and imitation
(episodic memory) to progressively more abstract and productive language (se-
mantic memory, i.e., the HPN topology).

Finally, by virtue of an episodic memory episodic-HPN can implement the
idea that language is learned by analogy from minimal difference sentence pairs.
I argued that the shortest derivation episodic parser does exactly this — learning
by analogy — and moreover it serves as a cognitive principle for implementing a
simplicity bias: a preference for smaller grammars.

9.2 A possible role for HPN in cognitive linguis-

tic research

9.2.1 Modeling language acquisition with HPN

Episodic-HPN offers a promising framework for modeling language acquisition
from a usage-based perspective. The learning process is modeled as the gradual
development of a grammatical network (a constructicon) consisting of a topol-
ogy and integrated episodic memory, which evolves from a concrete item-based
grammar (episodic memory) to an abstract, adult grammar (semantic memory).

What is important is that, in contrast to the standard distributed connec-
tionist approach, in HPN human language learning (as well as learning in other
domains) is seen as a process of categorization, and it is explicitly modeled how
during the categorization process syntactic categories are incrementally acquired
and become more abstract and adult-like (e.g., see section 5.4.1). Because syn-
tactic categories exist within a continuous topological space, the tricky problem
of how to bootstrap them from scratch, a problem encountered by a discrete and
set-theoretic notion of categories, is avoided.

Thus, episodic-HPN accords very well with the Usage-Based Grammar (UBG)
account of language acquisition [e.g., Tomasello, 2005]. In contrast to the gen-
erative all-or-nothing approach to acquisition, UBG can potentially answer the
question “how children get from here to there”, because it describes the learning
process as an incremental route during which children gradually acquire an inven-
tory of ‘constructions’, from simple and concrete to complex and abstract. In this
process children’s language use develops from imitation of complete utterances
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(the holophrastic phase), through the use of constructions with variable ‘slots’,
to a productive language with abstract, adult-like rules. The same approach is
taken by episodic-HPN, where initially the grammar is dominated by concrete,
non-productive episodes, which are gradually broken down into fragments, and
which guide the formation of an abstract, and productive topology.

The slots of compressor nodes in HPN quite literally function as the variable
slots in usage-based constructions, like Where’s the X? and I wanna X. Also
in HPN a slot becomes progressively more abstract if the input varies much at
the slot position, as was illustrated in the example of section 5.4.1: while before
learning the slot matches perhaps only a single node, after learning an entire
region of nodes (words of phrases) can be substituted at the position of the slot.

9.2.2 HPN and construction grammar

The HPN model shares many of its fundamental assumptions with (Radical) Con-
struction Grammar (RCG) [e.g., Croft, 2001]. As in RCG, in HPN constructions
are primary (i.e., a fixed number of (blank) compressor nodes is innately given
in the HPN architecture), and syntactic categories (i.e., the substitution space)
are derived relative to constructions and have local validity or scope only. HPN
shows that the local scope of a syntactic category (i.e., an HPN unit) is acquired
through usage, namely when the unit binds to slots in a parse of a sentence.

I believe that the episodic-HPN network is a suitable candidate for a com-
putational model of a constructicon, as it encodes paradigmatic and syntagmatic
relations between syntactic categories and constructions within a network, as well
as idiomatic expressions (episodes). Moreover, HPN shows how the constructions
are gradually integrated in the network through experience. The episodic-HPN
model further shows that the constructicon can be interpreted in terms of an
integrated semantic-episodic memory system.

Obviously, in the HPN framework constructions lack a semantic pole, hence
HPN does not model the syntax-semantics interface, which is at the core of the
linguistic theory of Construction Grammar [e.g., Goldberg, 2003, 2006, Bergen
and Chang, 2005]. However, as was argued in section 2.9, this is not a funda-
mental design problem. HPN was modeled in part after the Memory Prediction
Framework, which is primarily tailored to model visual processing [George and
Hawkins, 2005, 2009]. Like other connectionist models, HPN can be adapted
to meet the requirements of other domains than language, as it proposes a gen-
eral, non-domain-specific framework for hierarchical processing (except perhaps
for linear word order preservation which is specific for language). Thus, HPN
can in theory implement a network that integrates inputs from multiple domains
(visual, auditory, sensory, language), offering a more formal definition than usual
of constructions as ‘associations between a syntactic and a semantic pole’ within
a grounded, embodied view of semantics.
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9.3 A reply to Jackendoff’s challenges

In this thesis I have proposed a neural theory of syntax (section 2.8), and a
computational model based on this theory. This section aims to show how the
neural theory meets the four major challenges posed by Jackendoff [2002, pp.58-
67]. (For a summary of the challenges please refer back to section 1.2.)

The problem of variables

The commonly accepted justification of the claim that a neural theory of language
must be able to represent variables is that operations over variables are thought
indispensable as formal constructs to explain the systematicity of language, or
syntax [Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988] (see section 4.2). Variables with global scope
cannot be represented in the brain or in connectionist models, because they are
symbolic (see the discussion in section 4.2.1). Yet, there is no impediment for
connectionist models to represent invariant and abstract, prototypical categories
with local scope. The brain works with invariant representations for high level
object recognition, and many studies show that neurons respond to certain ab-
stract features invariantly across different modes of presentation of the stimulus
(section 2.1.1). According to Hawkins and Blakeslee [2004] invariant categories
are extracted between columns in successively higher levels of the cortical hier-
archy by a mechanism of passing an activation-independent ‘name’ (representing
the identity of the column) (section 2.1.3). This mechanism, which I called en-
capsulation, is responsible for creating abstraction in the brain.

On the other hand in section 4.5.2 I identified context invariance as one of
two criteria that are responsible for the systematicity of language. While sym-
bolic systems satisfy this criterion because the use of variables allows for making
context indepence assumptions, I argued in section 4.8 that context invariance
can also be achieved in connectionist systems if one allows encapsulation of the
network states. This means that a functional separation must be enforced be-
tween the input and output activation of network units. In that case one can
define a mode of connectivity between the network units that does not depend
on their neuronal activation values, but on their intrinsic representations alone.
Such a mode of connectivity is offered by dynamic binding, via the switchboard
mechanism described in section 5.7. A connectionist system that combines en-
capsulation and dynamic binding emulates exactly that property of variables that
gives systematicity, without using variables.

In the HPN model the slots of the compressor nodes fulfill the role of ‘vari-
ables’; they function as placeholders where active units (the tokens) are bound.
As explained in section 4.8.1, it is more precise to characterize them as invari-
ants, because unlike symbolic variables they have no predetermined meaning and
global scope. The slot representations, and hence their extensional meaning and
scope are learned incrementally through interaction with the environment.
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The massiveness of the binding problem

Jackendoff’s claim that the number of bindings required for language process-
ing is too massive for a connectionist network to deal with relies on an implicit
assumption that the human language system uses conjunctive bindings to rep-
resent every potential construction or sentence of a language (see the discussion
in [van der Velde and de Kamps, 2006]). However, with dynamic binding it is
not necessary to have dedicated neurons with prewired connections for all possi-
ble linguistic constructions; a connectionist system capable of dynamic binding
needs only to represent the primitive elements of a grammar in the network units,
which can then combine dynamically to form sentences, like the primitives of a
symbolic grammar. As explained in section 5.7, in the switchboard solution of
dynamic binding every network unit needs to be physically connected only once
to a central hub in the network.

The asymmetry between binding in working memory and binding in
long term memory

The duality between ‘transient’ bindings (as in ‘lift the shovel’) and the bindings
of idioms (as in ‘kick the bucket’) that seem to be stored in the lexicon can be
explained by the interaction between two different memory systems, semantic and
episodic memory, in language processing. This was the subject of Chapter 6. In
short, ‘transient’ bindings are dealt with by a semantic memory system using dy-
namic binding between network units. Idioms or fixed multi-word constructions
are stored in the form of an episodic sentence memory, which consists of (num-
bered) traces distributed inside the semantic network units that participated in
the derivation of the idiom. By following the traces the original derivation of the
idiom can be reconstructed.

The problem of two

Jackendoff’s assumption that whenever a word occurs twice or more within a
sentence it requires more than a single representation in the brain is incompat-
ible with the view of hierarchical and serial processing in the cortex advocated
throughout this thesis. The ‘problem of two’ seems to hinge on the presupposition
that the brain conjunctively binds a ‘word unit’ for the entire duration of a parse,
or otherwise processes all syntactic elements of a parse in parallel. However it has
been argued (in section 2.5) that language processing in the brain makes use of
dynamic and serial binding, such that ‘word units’ are freed up after they have
been used once in a derivation.

Nevertheless, all bindings of a derivation must be maintained in working mem-
ory for as long as the derivation process lasts. I have argued in sections 2.5 and
5.7 that for this purpose the neural assemblies representing syntactic categories
must be equipped with local memories, where ‘tags’ are temporarily stored. The
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possession of a distinctive tag induces a unique ‘state’ in the neural assembly
(see section 5.7). That way multiple occurrences of the same word or syntactic
category within a sentence can be distinguished.

If, while processing a sentence, it is consciously experienced as a single entity,
then this is only an illusion. In Hawkins’ words,

Because of the hierarchy of the cortex you are able to know that
you are at home, in your living room, looking at a window, even
though at that moment your eyes happen to be fixated on a window
latch. Higher regions of cortex are maintaining a representation of
your home, while lower regions are representing rooms, and still lower
regions are looking at a window.

Similarly, the hierarchy allows you to know you are listening to
both a song and an album of music, even though at any point in time
you are hearing only one note, which on its own tells you next to
nothing. Higher regions of your cortex are keeping track of the big
picture, while lower areas are actively dealing with the fast-changing,
small details. [Hawkins and Blakeslee, 2004, p.127]

9.4 Relation to other work on unsupervised gram-

mar induction

Before I start discussing the the qualities of episodic-HPN in comparison to other
grammar induction systems, I should perhaps note that at present HPN is not
(yet) operational as a grammar induction system on a learning task with real-
istic data. Hence, the following discussion should be taken with the necessary
reservations.

On the other hand it should be said that, contrary to the other learning
algorithms I will discuss next, episodic-HPN was designed to meet the demands
of a cognitive system, and comply with the constraints of connectionism: all
interactions and learning procedures in HPN are local, and no innate categories
or labels are assumed.

9.4.1 HPN versus Inside-Outside

A well-known and widely used technique for estimating the hidden parameters of
a PCFG from text is the Inside-Outside (I-O) algorithm [Lari and Young, 1990],
which is an instantiation of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (see
section 3.2.1). Computational linguists might wonder whether everything that
HPN can do, EM, or the Inside-Outside algorithm can do as well.

It can be argued that one may implement HPN in an EM-setting by simply
replacing every slot of a HPN compressor node by a unique non-terminal of a
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Figure 9.1: HPN network with 2 compressor nodes

PCFG, and creating unit productions (with initial random probabilities) that
rewrite from every slot-nonterminal to every other non-terminal (that is not a
slot) or terminal.

To counter this objection, let me repeat the artificial language learning ex-
ample of section 4.6.1, and assume that an HPN network with two compressor
nodes, as illustrated in Figure 9.1, is trained on the following 3 sentences

(9.1) Mary walks.

(9.2) John walks.

(9.3) Sue likes John.

I argue that HPN can in principle generalize this to

(9.4) Sue likes Mary.

whereas the inside-outside algorithm cannot.
As was shown in the example of section 5.4.1, HPN produces the generalization

by virtue of the topology: after the first 2 sentences have been analyzed by the
compressor node labeled X1, John is moved closer to Mary in the topology (as a
result of so-called ‘contamination’ via the slot S1). Subsequently, after analyzing
sentence 3 with compressor node X2, slot S5 is moved closer to John, hence also
closer to Mary.1 Thus, in sentence 4 S5 is already expecting Mary. (Note that
order is important.) The crucial feature in this example is transitivity : when
two units/categories occur in similar contexts, part of the extension (i.e., vector
representation in substitution space) of the first unit is transitively transferred to
the second unit.

EM, on the other hand, may have learned that S1 rewrites to either John or
Mary. However, a naive application of the inside-outside algorithm will not infer
from this, plus S5 → John that S5 has a higher probability to rewrite to Mary,
because it sees no relation between John and Mary, or between S1 and S5, as in a

1Alternatively, a Kohonen, or SOM-like learning algorithm can be implemented that together
with the winning node also adjusts its topological neighbors within a predefined neighborhood
to some extent.
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PCFG S1 and S5 have independent rewrite probability distributions. Only with
considerable effort one could construct a non-trivial prior that would teach EM
how to generalize, or alternatively one could use cross-validation techniques.2

One may of course still question whether it is desirable that a learning system
has these transitive properties. Although there is little empirical data to back
this up, the generalization of the example corresponds to our intuition that the
human language faculty exhibits strong systematicity [Hadley, 1994], as discussed
in section 4.5.1: the capacity to generalize a category or word to novel syntactic
positions where it has not been encountered before.

The transitive properties of metric learning impart upon HPN a non-linear
dynamics, that would be very difficult to express as a prior within a Bayesian
learning framework. In general, the approach to category learning advocated by
HPN differs from standard machine learning techniques for classification, because
in HPN syntactic categories derive their extensional meaning from their distri-
butional role with respect other categories, rather than in isolation; HPN thus
represents a holistic approach to category learning, and an inferential semantics,
in which only the distances (and similarities) within the network topology are
meaningful.

9.4.2 HPN versus Bayesian Model Merging (BMM)

Bayesian Model Merging (BMM) [Stolcke and Omohundro, 1994, Stolcke, 1994]
was discussed in section 3.2.2 as a non-parametric alternative to the inside-outside
algorithm, since it learns not only the parameters (probabilities), but also the
structure (rules) of the grammar. In contrast to the inside-outside algorithm
BMM can make strongly systematic generalizations. For instance, if in the above
example John and Mary occur in the same (left-hand side) context, they can be
merged into a single category. However, in BMM merging is a discrete, all-or-
nothing operation. From the moment that John and Mary are merged they are
indistinguishable. BMM is not able to express gradedness or similarity between
categories, for instance between adjectives and adverbs, neither can it represent
that similar categories share the same behavior in certain contexts: two categories
are either identical or distinct.

As mentioned before, BMM clearly does not satisfy the connectionist con-
straint of locality; the search for an optimal grammar in BMM follows a global
criterion (MDL), and after a merge the merged categories are substituted system-
wide in the entire corpus.

2Thanks to Markos Mylonakis for this elaboration.
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9.4.3 HPN versus U-DOP

U-DOP, or unsupervised Data Oriented Parsing [e.g., Bod, 2006b, 2007] is an
extension of DOP to the domain of unsupervised parsing. As usual in DOP,
the general approach is to allow all tree fragments to parse the sentence and
let statistics decide. Whereas DOP is computationally quite expensive as a re-
sult of the extremely large number of fragments that can be extracted from a
corpus (Sangati and Zuidema [2011] calculated that approximately 1048 (!) dif-
ferent fragments can be extracted from the Wall Street Journal), in U-DOP the
combinatorial explosion is even worse, because for every sentence first all pos-
sible binary parse trees are generated, and subsequently from these all possible
subtrees are extracted. In practice though, by means of Goodman’s reduction
[Goodman, 1996], the number of rules is kept manageable, and to date U-DOP
is the most successful system for fully unsupervised bracketing, with an F-score
of 78, 5% on the Penn Tree Bank (for sentences up to length 10).

Interestingly, the idea of learning a grammar from minimal difference pairs,
by parsing with the shortest derivation, can in principle also be adopted for U-
DOP, provided it parses the sentences of a corpus in an incremental fashion, as
a way to keep the number of fragments manageable. As a cognitive model of
grammar acquisition U-DOP is less plausible, because, like I-O and BMM, U-
DOP assumes discrete categories, and a global search operation. Further, in the
standard version of U-DOP it is assumed that all syntactic categories have the
same label, hence the system is designed to learning brackets but not labels.

9.5 Future work

This thesis presented innovative ideas in many fields, such as cognitive linguistics,
statistical parsing, neural network research and language acquisition, of which I
have only started to exploit the possibilities. Below I present only a small selection
of possible directions for future research.

Language model for speech recognition

While it is known that PCFG-models perform poorly as language models for
speech recognition, probabilistic left corner models are often used for this task
because they parse and condition the probabilities from left to right. The left
corner parser of van Uytsel et al. [2001] has been evaluated for perplexity on
several bench mark tests, with results that are competitive with NGram models.
The non-episodic LCSG parser that I have implemented for this thesis is except for
minor details equivalent to the van Uytsel et al. [2001] parser, hence is expected
to perform at a similar level. (However, unlike van Uytsel et al. [2001] I have
implemented smoothing.) It will be interesting to know how the episodic LCSG
does as a language model with respect to the non-episodic LCSG.
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What parsing strategy is employed by the human language processing
system?

Do humans syntactically process sentences in a top-down, left-corner or other
manner? To date, variations of the PCFG (top-down) are the state-of-the-art
in syntactic parsing, but some of the best performing parsers employ features
that are borrowed from left corner models [e.g. Charniak, 2000]. The episodic
parsing framework allows for varying only the processing strategy between top-
down, left-corner and bottom-up, while leaving all other parameters intact (in
all cases the model’s decisions are based on the entire derivational history of
the training corpus), hence the framework offers an opportunity to make a fair
comparison as to which processing strategy performs the best (with respect to
F-scores or any other measure). This could answer an important question in
cognitive linguistics research. Although I have performed a comparison between
the episodic left corner and episodic top-down reranker (section 6.2.5), I have
not done it for the episodic parser, because for that I would have to implement a
standalone top-down episodic parser.

Episodic Markov Model

The concept of an episodic memory for sentence analyses, stored in the form of
traces in syntactic nodes is not only applicable to context free grammars or left
corner grammars, but also to regular grammars. It should not be too difficult to
implement an episodic Markov Model, in which case episodic traces are stored
in ‘word nodes’, and point to traces of previously processed sentences in other
word nodes. I expect the properties of such a variable length Markov model to
be comparable to those of the SRN, but much faster to train (in a single pass
through the data). It will be interesting to evaluate the episodic Markov Model
as a language model in a speech recognition task, and compare it to fixed length
Markov Models, for instance a trigram model.

Are parse trees psychologically real?

Does the human mind represent sentences mentally as parse trees? This is the
subject of an ongoing debate, as most connectionists reject the notion of hidden
hierarchical sentence representations for lack of observable evidence. One can only
try to address this fundamental question empirically, by designing behavioral and
observable measures on which the predictions of a hierarchical language model
that employs tree structures differ from those of a flat, non-hierarchical model.
The fact that the chart parser implemented for the left corner shifting grammar
(LCSG) is able to compute sentence and string probabilities (i.e., by summing
over all parse trees that yield the same string) provides an excellent opportunity
to compare it directly to non-hierarchical models, such as the SRN. A standard
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way to assess the goodness of fit of a language model is by measuring the so-
called perplexity of the corpus, that is the log likelihood of the data given the
model. Thus, one might compare the likelihood, or perplexity of sentences (not
parses) between the hierarchical left corner model (LCSG), or its episodic version
on the one hand and the SRN or the flat episodic Markov Model (see the previous
paragraph) on the other hand.

Another option, which has recently received much interest in the literature,
is to relate the predictions of the model to reading times. According to surprisal
theory [e.g., Hale, 2001, Levy, 2008] it may be assumed that reading times are
linked to the ‘surprisal’ of a word, that is, how much the word is expected. The
latter value can be estimated by any probabilistic language model, provided it
can compute string probabilities (and provided lexical semantic confounds can
be factored out). While several studies have investigated the effect of ‘syntactic’
(that is, unlexicalized) surprisal, as well as ‘integration cost’, on reading times
[e.g., Demberg and Keller, 2008, Boston et al., 2008], Frank and Bod [2011] com-
pared the predicted reading times, based on syntactic surprisal, between a PCFG
and the SRN, and conclude that the human sentence processing system is insen-
sitive to hierarchical structure. However, since they compared the SRN only to a
PCFG model their results may have been biased, because in the SRN left-to-right
processing is built into the system, whereas in the PCFG model the computed
left-to-right transition probabilities do not fall out in any cognitively motivated
way from the top-down probabilistic model. It would therefore be interesting to
see whether their results still hold if the SRN is compared to the probabilistic
LCSG, or the episodic LCSG.

Yet another option for assessing the psychological reality of trees is to inves-
tigate the effect of syntactic priming on reading times. For instance, Sturt et al.
[2010] have shown that if two noun phrases in a sentence share the same structure
processing is facilitated in the second one.

Modeling language acquisition

The potential of HPN as a tool for language acquisition research was already
mentioned in section 9.2.1. An obvious choice for an experiment is to try to
replicate the results of [Borensztajn et al., 2009a], in which we found evidence
that ‘children’s grammars grow more abstract with age’, with the episodic-HPN
model. In the cited work, we used tools from computational linguistics, specif-
ically the push-’n-pull estimator for Data Oriented Parsing [Zuidema, 2007] to
do the statistical analysis. However, the analysis was based on sentences from
the CHILDES corpus [MacWhinney, 2000] that were manually labeled with adult
syntactic labels. Using episodic-HPN, we have a fully unsupervised language
model, that can induce clusters of syntactic categories, and episodic construc-
tions based on sentences without any label annotation. Moreover, the episodic
fragments that episodic-HPN finds are fragments from a left corner derivation,
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which may form an interesting comparison with the top-down DOP-fragments
found by push-’n-pull.

It would be extremely interesting if it were possible, using episodic-HPN,
to inspect snapshots of the syntactic topology (‘substitution space’) at different
stages in children’s linguistic development (for example Adam, Eve and Sarah
from the CHILDES database), and particularly to track the changes and self-
organization process of their grammars. A preliminary experiment showing Eve’s
topology was performed in section 5.5.3, but this was done with the ‘semantic’
HPN model.

Unsupervised grammar induction with episodic-HPN

In principle episodic-HPN should be suitable for the task of unsupervised gram-
mar induction from realistic and real-sized corpora, yet in practice there are still
many technical obstacles to overcome before this can be realized. What is inter-
esting about episodic-HPN is that is finds brackets and labels (that is, clusters)
simultaneously, unlike many unsupervised induction systems that focus only on
bracket induction [e.g., Bod, 2006a, Klein and Manning, 2002]. This may be an
advantage if one assumes that the induction of brackets depends on the induced
labels and vice versa, and thus brackets and labels can bootstrap each other [e.g.,
Borensztajn, 2006b, Stolcke and Omohundro, 1994].

On the other hand, it should be computationally much less expensive to invoke
episodic-HPN as a system for unsupervised labeling, with given brackets. It will
be interesting to compare the performance of episodic-HPN on this task with that
of the Bayesian Model Merging approach [e.g., Borensztajn and Zuidema, 2007,
Reichart and Rappoport, 1992].

Syntactic priming and recency effects

With only slight modifications the episodic grammar can be made sensitive to
recency effects in sentence processing. Since the sequential numbers of the exem-
plars are encoded in the traces in chronological order, it will be easy to implement
a forgetting or decay function that depends on the age of the trace. This allows
investigating the effects of forgetting unused episodes, while for example entrench-
ing episodes or episodic fragments that are frequently used. Similarly, the episodic
framework lends itself to an investigation of syntactic priming effects, that is the
influence of the use of specific syntactic patterns across the sentence boundary in
dialog.

Learning with a topology

There is an entire research field awaiting further exploration regarding the study
of the dynamics of topology learning and self-organization in grammar acqui-
sition, and its relation to empirical data. To gain a better understanding of
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the subject one might start by analyzing cases for which the learning dynamics
of topological self-organization in HPN makes different predictions than stan-
dard machine learning techniques, or Bayesian approaches to learning. I have
suggested in section 9.4.1 that topology learning predicts certain generalizations
that are not predicted by the Inside-Outside algorithm from the same data, yet
the question whether such generalizations are a better fit to the empirical data
on child language acquisition has yet been to be answered. To date not much is
known from the language acquisition literature about the way children generalize
their constructions, nor whether this points to some topological organization of
their grammars.

Improvements and extensions of the episodic grammar framework

There remain many engineering problems to be solved for the episodic framework
(as well as for the HPN framework), as well as optional extensions that are worth
trying out. For instance, by leaving out the shift transitions in the shortest deriva-
tion parser it can only approximate the shortest derivations, and performance is
likely not optimal. On the other hand, if the shift counts are included one may
obtain fragments from the shortest left corner derivation containing words, which
are probably more informative than the wordless fragments obtained with the
current method.

Another boost to the performance of the episodic shortest derivation parser is
expected if the model can take discontiguous fragments into account. In section
7.3.2 I hinted at how it can be done, but it has not yet been implemented.

A probabilistic episodic chart parser may be an interesting direction, as it im-
plements the principle of an episodic spreading activation parser, where episodic
probabilities are computed through spreading activations (i,e, Common History)
between the traces in the states of the chart parser.

Neuro-biological predictions

This thesis makes numerous predictions about, among others, the neural corre-
lates of syntactic categories, the organization of semantic and episodic memory
and the functional connectivity of the cortex. For some of these predictions to-
day’s technology may not yet be sufficiently sophisticated to allow their empirical
verification.

To start with, the hypothesis for a neural theory of syntax (section 2.8) pre-
dicts that dedicated cell assemblies in the cortex are able to represent graded
syntactic category membership; it is hypothesized that the ‘syntactic’ cell as-
semblies, presumably encoded in so-called ‘name fields’ of cortical columns, com-
municate with each other through serial dynamic binding: they pass ‘tags’ to
a ‘switchboard’ (assumed to be implemented by the hippocampus), where they
are redirected to other, topologically neighboring cell assemblies. This mode
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of communication by the cortex guarantees context invariant processing. The
paradigmatic relations of a syntax (i.e., substitutibility relations between cell as-
semblies) are encoded in the ‘substitution space’, which topologically organizes
the cell assemblies according to representations that express a neural assembly’s
graded syntactic category membership. Note that the theory does not predict the
syntactic topology to be spatially laid out along the cortical surface, but rather
it predicts that topological addresses are stored in ‘name fields’, and transmitted
through spiking patterns.

The theory further predicts that syntactic assemblies (cortical columns) have
the ability to temporally integrate ordered sequences of inputs, hence function as
compressor node; a possible neural implementation was proposed in section 5.7.
They must possess local memories, where first pointers to the addresses of bound
assemblies are temporarily stored, and after a successfull parse the pointers are
stored as persistent memory traces. A working memory, or stack, is implemented
as a set of active pointers distributed over assemblies that participate in a parse.




